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WEDNESDAY 8 DECEMBER 2004 

________________ 

Present 

Avebury, L. 
Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B. 
Caithness, E. 
Corbett of Castle Vale, L. 
Dubs, L. 
Listowel, E. 
Ullswater, V. 
Wright of Richmond, L. (Chairman) 
________________ 

Witnesses: Ms Hazel Blears, a Member of the House of Commons, Minister of State, Home 

Office, Mr Bob Whalley, Director, Crime Reduction and Community Safety Group, and Mr 

David Makinson, Crime Reduction and Community Safety Group, examined. 

Q361  Chairman: Minister, welcome.  Thank you very much for coming to give evidence 

today.  Can I also thank you for the Home Secretary’s letter which is very useful evidence for 

us.  Could I ask you to introduce your colleagues? 

Ms Blears: Certainly.  On my right is Bob Whalley. 

Mr Whalley:  I have the post of director for counter-terrorism and intelligence in the Home 

Office. 

Ms Blears:  On my left is David Makinson. 

Mr Makinson:  I work in the Crime Reduction and Community Safety Group on international 

cooperation. 

Q362  Chairman: Can I first register the subject of the inquiry? It is an examination of a 

number of proposals designed to strengthen EU counter-terrorism activities, particularly 

through much more extensive data exchange.  These proposals raise important issues relating 

to, among other things, data protection and the institutional arrangements within the EU for 
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combating terrorism.  I will not ask Members of the Committee to register their interests 

because they have already been registered and are at the back of the room, I am told, if 

anybody wants to consult them.  Minister, would you like to make an opening statement? 

Ms Blears:  Yes.  I think this is a very important inquiry and the range of issues that have 

been raised in the questions is the right area to probe and inquire into.  I hope our discussion 

today will be very useful and worthwhile.  I hope it will assist me as well as, hopefully, 

assisting the Committee.  I want to set out very briefly what our priorities are in working with 

the European Union on the counter-terrorism agenda.  First of all, to try and make sure we 

have an effective, coordinated response not only to what happened in Madrid but also to the 

continuing threat that we face; that we retain our ability to act flexibly and to respond to the 

level of threat that is clearly out there; that we have a real sense of a multidisciplinary 

approach.  The fact that these issues cross all three Pillars of the European Union is a 

particular challenge for us.  Therefore, the role of coordination and integration is particularly 

key.  My overriding aim is a very practical one, to make it harder for terrorists to operate 

within the European Union, to make it the most hostile environment that we can for terrorists 

across a whole range of issues.  We want to deliver that through not simply what we do in the 

European Union but also through our foreign policy in terms of the Second Pillar of our 

operation, to try and make sure that we do very practical things about undermining terrorist 

financing and the increasing use of identity fraud which underpins terrorist activity, to make 

sure that we maximise the use of technology, not only in border security but in detection.  

There our Project Cyclamen is particularly important for us, to ensure that counter-terrorism 

issues are integrated across the machinery of the EU and to try and make sure that we make 

the best use of Europol.  Their capacity has been strengthened and there are more resources 

going into Europol.  I think it is incumbent on us to get the best value out of that.  My 

overriding message here is let us do things together where it gives us added value in our 
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efforts in this country.  I genuinely believe that working with the European Union in a 

constructive way can give us added value.  One note of caution: we do not want to get too tied 

up in the machinery which could affect our operational ability to be out there, fighting 

terrorism. 

Q363  Chairman: Thank you very much.  The last point you made is very much in line with 

the Home Secretary’s remark that he sees the role of the EU as very much one of support to 

Member States.  Do you think there is a risk that current developments might undermine this 

degree of support as more work is undertaken at EU level?  In other words, is there a risk of 

undermining the role of Member States? 

Ms Blears:  No.  I think it is a matter of getting the balance right.  The European Union action 

plan which is very comprehensive and very detailed is of great help to us in concentrating and 

focusing our activity.  It certainly raises the issues right across the 25 Member States.  The 

UK is at the leading edge of implementing a change.  We certainly do not feel threatened or 

undermined by EU activity because we are major players in that very activity, but it is 

important for us to stress that we think EU activity should be adding value to the work of 

Member States.  There are areas where those links can make a real contribution, whether 

terrorist financing or identity fraud.  The links with organised crime are absolutely key for us.  

On 17 December there will be an update.  There has been significant progress reported on 

intelligence cooperation, exchange of information, civil protection and around consequence 

management planning as well, which is a very important part of our contest strategy and 

clearly it has some European Union implications too.  The fact that there is a regular review 

of progress is really important.  When we take over the presidency, we will be having our 

own review towards the end of next year.  I think we have sufficient mechanisms to ensure 

that the thrust of adding value is not undermined by the closer integration at EU level. 
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Q364  Chairman: You referred to the role of Europol and I think we will pursue that later on 

and possibly cover Interpol as well.  I wanted to ask about the European Police Chiefs Task 

Force because the European Council declaration of 25 March this year underlined the role of 

the Task Force in coordinating operational responses to terrorism.  Our impression is that it 

has not been terribly effective so far.  Do you agree with that?  If so, why do you think that is? 

Ms Blears:  I certainly do not think it is down to any lack of dedication and enthusiasm on the 

part of the Task Force.  They have really wanted to do the job that has been set out for them.  

They have found it difficult because they have not been passed the formal structures of the 

European Union.  They were not set up in a formal way.  Their lack of access particularly to 

the Article 36 Committee has perhaps hindered them in making the impact we would want 

them to.  They have two roles in terms of a strategic role around setting a framework and 

sharing best practice and they also have a very important operational role about coming 

together and planning joint operations.  Now the situation which has been agreed, as I 

understand it, is that they will meet occasionally with the Article 36 Committee.  That will 

give them that added impetus and strength in the role they can play. 

Q365  Chairman: You do not think there is more that we ought to be doing on this at the 

moment? 

Ms Blears:  They need to be more closely connected in order to have more influence.  What 

is proposed at the moment is let us try that and see if it does give them the impact that we 

want to see before taking any further steps.  If they are well linked in to the Article 36 

Committee and get that high level discussion, that will help them.  We in this country play a 

significant, major role in that European Task Force of police chiefs and we have a lot to offer 

in trying to make it a more effective group. 
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Q366  Viscount Ullswater:  Why do you think the Police Chiefs Task Force was set up on 

that sort of basis if it seems so evident both to you and from the evidence we have heard in 

Europe itself that there was this slightly structural difference because it was not set up under 

an EU structure?  It does not seem to fit in.  Why do you think it was set up like that? 

Ms Blears:  I do not know.  Perhaps Bob is able to help you in this area. 

Mr Whalley:  I cannot offer you much on that.  It goes back four or five years now and you 

can see the desire to give some sort of operational linkage.  All these organisations respect the 

operational independence of chief officers and that is obviously important but equally, if we 

are going to have a comprehensive EU approach, there comes a time when there has to be 

some linkage with the formal structures.  Maybe it is simply a process of evolution which has 

brought us to that point. 

Q367  Chairman: Am I right in thinking that this originated from the Tampere Council and a 

British suggestion? 

Mr Whalley:  Yes, to promote better coordination in an operational sense.  That is important 

but now experience has shown it may benefit from being linked in with a structure, 

particularly with a senior, civil body such as the Article 36 Committee. 

Q368  Lord Dubs:  The National Crime Squad has supported proposals to establish small 

operational teams made up of interested EU Member States and they should take forward 

intelligence-led operations.  Do you think this is a sensible way forward?  Might it lead over 

time to the EU developing an operational capability? 

Ms Blears:  First of all, do I think it is important that there are small teams with operational 

activity?  Yes, I do.  This has gone on for many years where there have been matters of 

interest to several Member States in terms of cross-border crime, serious and organised crime 

and the links to the terrorist agenda.  It is very important that those kinds of operations take 
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place.  The second part is developing intelligence-led joint operations and we are very keen 

on intelligence-led policing, not just in this country but also in the European context, which is 

why we are pushing so hard for people to start to develop perhaps a European model of our 

national intelligence model that we use in this country.  Intelligence-led operations are 

absolutely key.  Joint operations between interested Member States are important but I do not 

think that what we want is European Union operational capacity of its own accord with law 

enforcement officers in one state having powers automatically in another state, where we will 

begin to see an overlay of European Union competence rather than Member States 

competence.  There is quite an important distinction for me between people coming together, 

cooperating on an issue that threatens their individual Member State’s interest and making 

sure that the law enforcement officers have intelligence, information, operational capacity to 

deal with that.  That is a world apart, for me, from having a system of law enforcement that 

has automatic competence to take action in other Member States and I really want to make 

that clear. 

Q369  Lord Dubs:  Do you think we have the balance right between focusing on tackling 

terrorism within the EU compared to on a global basis?  I looked with interest at the Home 

Secretary’s letter and he was a little bit sceptical about some aspects of Europol operations.  I 

just wondered whether we have the balance right between supporting Europol and working in 

that way and giving more back to Interpol. 

Ms Blears:  I think you are right to ask if we have the balance right.  It is not a matter of 

doing one or the other.  It is absolutely vital that we do both.  There has been an 

acknowledgement from the EU in terms of the declaration at the Council and the action plan 

for Madrid that we face a terrorist threat both from within the European Union and clearly it 

is a global phenomenon and we face the threat from outside as well.  We have to make sure 

that we strike that balance according to the threat and according to the institutions with which 
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we are properly connected in Europe.  That is why we do want to play a major role in making 

sure that the European machinery and institutions are effective in tackling the counter-

terrorism threat.  We are playing that role and we are committed to doing that but equally, in 

terms of the global threat, the work that has been done through the G8 and the European 

Union in terms of our work with third countries, it is absolutely key to this.  It is not a matter 

of us facing inwards and simply looking at what happens in the EU.  We are using our EU 

structures to enable us effectively to engage with those third countries from which the threat 

also emanates.  I think we have the balance right in terms of our political priorities, which are 

that we do both.  We have quite a lot more to do in terms of removing some of the barriers 

there are to information sharing, to sharing intelligence and making sure we have the right 

intelligence products to enable us to tackle these issues.  I do think we are trying to work on 

both these issues as effectively as we can. 

Q370  Chairman: You referred to the role that we are taking in this.  Have you or your 

colleagues any comments to make on the new members of the EU and how far they are yet 

operating effectively in the counter-terrorism field? 

Mr Whalley:  I do not have very much on that, no.  We have worked for some time with the 

15 and we have worked for many years with those countries that are about to join.  It is going 

to be quite a challenge to get a commonality of approach and purpose across 25 countries.  

They have very different legal systems and a very different approach to these issues.  There 

will be a determination among all of them to deal with the terrorist threat.  I think we shall use 

the opportunity of our presidency to get best practice, common standards and all the work that 

needs to be done on legislation, for example, promoted across the 25. 

Ms Blears:  We are doing a lot more with Interpol than has previously happened.  Interpol has 

such a wide reach into 181 different countries.  It is important that we harness that capacity to 

help us work within the European Union and one of the things that has happened most 
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recently is that we have agreed that the information that Interpol has on lost and stolen 

passports can be passed through to Europol so that we have an exchange of information in 

that way.  I would not want you to think that Interpol is over here and Europol is over here 

and there is not really good dialogue between the two.   

Q371  Lord Dubs:  I am delighted to hear what you say about Interpol.  We had the head of 

Interpol giving evidence last week.  Apart from being very impressive in the way he gave his 

evidence, he also left me – and I think all of us – with the impression that Interpol was the 

poor cousin in its relationship with Europol and Interpol was not getting the sort of support 

that Europol was getting from countries as a whole.  He also made one specific comment.  He 

could not understand why our landing cards for foreigners coming into the country do not ask 

for passport numbers, particularly since in every known case of terrorism fraudulent use of 

passports was a feature.  It may be unfair to lob such a specific question at you but I wonder 

whether I can leave the question with you and maybe Mr Whalley or Mr Makinson could 

come back to us.  On the general question of the balance between support for Interpol and 

Europol, I must say we were left with the very clear sense that Interpol felt they were being a 

bit left out in the cold on some things. 

Ms Blears:  I will reflect on that and get back to you on the specifics.  We were aware of it 

and we have been thinking about why that did not happen.  I am concerned if Interpol feels 

they do not have that kind of support because the facilities they offer in terms of their 24 hour 

reporting system and their work with various countries are very important to us.   

Q372  Lord Avebury:  You said that Interpol data on lost and stolen passports would be 

passed back to Europol.  Has it not been agreed that when Member States receive details of 

lost and stolen passports they will notify them simultaneously to Europol and Interpol and in 

those circumstances what is the point of keeping a Europol database of lost and stolen 
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passports at all, because it will only be a subset of those which are held on the Interpol 

database which includes those from other parts of the world not included in the EU? 

Ms Blears:  I suppose that may be the case when it works perfectly, but we do not want 

duplicate information, clearly.  Many of the questions that your Lordships have raised are 

about effective exchange of information and the interface of databases.  I would hope your 

Lordships would agree with me that exchange of information does not happen perfectly in the 

first instance.  It is a developing area and it may well be that we need to keep some of the 

information for a period. 

Mr Makinson:  The value of the Europol work is more on the analytical side.  It is not just 

about a database of the numbers of stolen passports.  It is more that they look at countries 

from which they have been produced and all the strategic matters surrounding the issue, rather 

than it just being a check list.  Interpol will provide a very useful service in that regard, but 

Europol’s work is slightly different. 

Q373  Lord Avebury:  As long as Europol have access to the Interpol data, there is not any 

purpose to be served by having them own a separate copy of the data.  They can undertake the 

analytical work that you mention without physically owning the data. 

Mr Makinson:  That is true but they need to have it in the first place to do the analytical 

work.  I cannot see a way around that if Europol is to provide added value on the issue of lost 

and stolen passports. 

Q374  Chairman: Incidentally, one of the points that Mr Noble made to us was that Interpol 

are particularly able to help with fingerprinting records.  I happened coincidentally to see in 

the press on the following day that our fingerprinting computers had broken down.  Have you 

any comments on the computerisation problems of exchanging this sort of information? 
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Ms Blears:  The robustness of our information technology systems is as good as we can make 

but I do not think anybody dealing with major databases in any aspect, not just of government 

but also the private sector as well, would say those systems work 100 per cent every single 

day and hour of the year.  There are breakdowns and it is necessary to reboot systems and get 

them working again.  There was a breakdown of the automated fingerprint service and we got 

that back on stream as quickly as we could.  It is a tremendous development from where we 

were in doing manual searches for fingerprints.  Although it may be subject to breakdown 

from time to time, the step change it has delivered in our ability to get identity information 

very quickly should not be under-estimated.  There was a similar incident in the Department 

for Work and Pensions a few weeks ago when many of the screens went blank and had to be 

rebooted very quickly.  When we come to some of the later questions on databases, I feel we 

will have a concern about the cost benefit analysis in terms of making sure that these things fit 

together. 

Chairman:  Lord Caithness will remember 15 years ago  I was sitting where you are sitting, 

in front of the Public Accounts Committee to try to explain why the Foreign Office’s 

information technology had broken down. 

Q375  Lord Corbett of Castle Vale:  You say that you do not envisage that there will be any 

large scale increases in the collection and exchange of data as a result of proposals from the 

Commission and the Swedish Government but does not the idea of equivalent access and the 

principle of availability presuppose greater sharing of information? 

Ms Blears:  Yes.  I have been thinking carefully about what is equivalent access to data; what 

is the principle of availability?  Are they the same thing?  Are they two ways of expressing 

the same thing?  Are there subtle differences between the two in terms of the practical 

implications they will mean for us?  There are some differences.  When we say we do not 

think it will mean us having to collect or share more data, that is because the principle of 
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equivalent access is about access to data which already exists.  Secondly, we share a huge 

amount of data in this country.  We contribute something like 40 per cent of the data that goes 

out.  What we would be looking for is some advantage in this better exchange of data in that 

as a country we would have access to more data than we currently have.  If people were to do 

the same amount of sharing as we do, that pool of data would be significantly larger than it 

currently is.  That would be an advantage to us rather than a burden.  In terms of the two 

principles set out so far currently being discussed by the Commission, the right of equivalent 

access is about criminal intelligence information that is out there being shared.  That is a 

wider definition.  You have the information.  There should be access for people in Member 

States to that information.  When you come to the principle of availability, that covers not just 

criminal intelligence but also security service intelligence.  In that area, we do need more 

safeguards, more conditions, more case by case analysis on how that can be shared.  That is 

envisaged by the proposal that has been put forward which sets out for the principle of 

availability a number of checks in the system.  We do not see this as being a bigger burden to 

us.  We want to take it step by step and cautiously because it could have an impact, 

particularly on our security service information. 

Q376  Lord Corbett of Castle Vale:  You have repeated what is also said in the Home 

Secretary’s letter about deciding this on a case by case basis.  Does that not collide with what 

the whole purpose of this exchange is about or are you saying that if we treat this like a layer 

cake you decide which information goes where on the basis of who you want to have access 

to it?  Is that what you mean by a case by case basis? 

Ms Blears:  Yes.  I would not say that this collides.  There is a tension there but I do not think 

it is a mutual exclusivity.  I do not think it is either you have a principle of availability or you 

have to examine each and every single request.  There are some sectors of information where 

you could have broader access, particularly around criminal intelligence where we want to 
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share the cross-border crime and the operational requirements that we have, but you become 

more selective as that information gets more sensitive and you have more case by case 

examination on that spectrum, as some of the information strays into fields that you would 

have some genuine concerns about sharing on a multilateral basis.  You might have less 

concern about sharing it on a bilateral basis because that has always happened, but we are 

talking here about multilateral information sharing. 

Q377  Viscount Ullswater:  Minister, if I could take you on to the databases themselves, you 

mentioned in a previous comment about the exchange of data interoperability.  You probably 

see some benefit in interoperability of EU databases but you have already mentioned the cost 

benefit analysis that needs to go on.  How practical would you think this would be with the 

existing databases? 

Ms Blears:  “Interoperability” is a horrible word.  I am convinced now it is a real word, which 

I was not initially.  Where there are some existing common platforms for databases, it is 

easier to do.  The European visa information system and the Schengen information system too 

share the same technical platform.  In practical terms, it will be easier to plug those types of 

databases together and it is useful to know that somebody has applied for asylum in two 

different Member States and been refused on grounds of national security.  If I think about 

some of the different databases in different Member States – for example, our police national 

computer together with all the police national computers of all the other Member States – and 

I think about translating it into lots of different languages, different standards of information, I 

would want a proper analysis of what the benefits are from having that interoperability and 

what the costs are in terms of having that access.  There are clearly data protection issues and 

the bringing together of the data protection rules around that.  These are quite complex issues.  

When you have common platforms and you share biometric data and it can be brought 

together easily and simply, that can have some tremendous benefits for us.  Perhaps where 
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you have some conviction data where somebody is convicted of a sexual offence perhaps in 

one country, you could share that information and that could help you in pursuing a 

prosecution and investigation of that person.  There are opportunities out there for us but I do 

not think interoperability of databases is a panacea for necessarily making us more effective. 

Q378  Viscount Ullswater:  We visited the Immigration Department and we were shown the 

fingerprinting which I think is now on Eurodac.  That seems to be the interoperability that 

could be a common format but obviously if you are going to go further than that you see there 

is quite a disadvantage about trying to reduce everything to a format.  There may be some 

shortcomings I having a format which is interoperable. 

Ms Blears:  We are facing these issues in the national context as well as an international 

context.  We have the Bichard inquiry looking at how our police forces in this country share 

or do not share their intelligence information and making sure that we can protect people in 

those circumstances.  These are issues facing every Member State and facing us collectively 

as the European Union.  I have a healthy degree of scepticism about this area.  Where we can 

use technology to bring our information together and to make us more effective, we should do 

that.  I also want to be convinced that going down this path is not simply seen as an easy 

option because there are quite a lot of hurdles in terms of common format, common language, 

common supervisory systems, common access, common privacy safeguards.  It is not simply 

saying, “Would it not be marvellous if we all had a massive European Union database that 

told us everything about everybody that we wanted to know?”  I know that is a simplification 

and I do not want to parody what people have put forward, but I think it is a genuine attempt 

to have a bit of rigour into where it is appropriate, where we can do it, where we have the 

technical competence and expertise, where we have Eurodac, the visa information system and 

Schengen coming together.  That seems like a really good idea but I need to be convinced that 
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the same considerations apply necessarily to all the individual Member States’ own particular 

databases in different areas. 

Q379  Viscount Ullswater:  Both the National Crime Squad and the NCIS see a case for a 

centralised EU database for law enforcement purposes.  I think the government have 

explained they see drawbacks to it, particularly in terms of Member States not supplying 

information fully and promptly.  Do you think we ought to work on these difficulties and 

overcome them or do you again have a little scepticism? 

Ms Blears:  I am also an optimist.  I think we should work together to try to ensure that we 

are as effective as we possibly can be in sharing information for the purposes of fighting 

crime and combating the threat of terrorism.  If you look at some of the common factors in 

terrorism, they are around identity, finance and the interface with serious and organised crime.  

Therefore, there is nothing more important to the wellbeing of this country than that we use 

every single tool we can to make sure we are as best prepared to combat that threat and to 

pursue terrorists as we possibly can be.  I think we should put effort into making sure that we 

are as strong as we can be in this field.  I want to make sure that it is effort well spent in terms 

of getting the results in coming together with our information systems. 

Mr Whalley:  The point here is that we have a lot of databases.  Obviously we need to make 

sure we get the full benefit of those before we think about how much we could do from a 

centralised one.  When we get the existing databases communicating with one another the 

national organisations can get access to them when they need to and that will give you more 

evidence as to whether you needed to build something else. 

Q380  Lord Avebury:  The Home Secretary told us that reaching consensus on instruments 

for data protection for the third pillar is difficult and time consuming.  Considering we already 

have such a system in the First Pillar, why do you say that? 
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Ms Blears:  Because 23 of the 25 Member States have already translated the First Pillar 

Common Directive and have a system that applies to law enforcement provisions.  The other 

two states also have law enforcement specific provisions around data protection in their 

countries too.  I am not clear.  It takes me back to the very beginning of this session as to 

whether or not a new European Union wide regime is strictly necessary if the provisions that 

accord with that First Pillar have been enacted and the Member States already have sufficient 

schemes in place themselves.  The question I would ask is what is the necessity for having 

either an additional scheme or something that is decided centrally that is then superimposed 

on the Member States’ own systems.  I am not clear what added value would be brought by 

having a European wide supervisory system here.  We should be doing things on a European 

Union wide basis where it adds value and I have not seen any strong arguments as yet that a 

new European wide system would bring that added benefit. 

Q381  Lord Avebury:  The question whether there should be a European wide supervisory 

system is separate from the question whether or not there should be a data protection 

framework for the Third Pillar.  Do you think it makes sense to have four separate supervisory 

bodies? 

Ms Blears:  There might be some benefits in bringing the supervisory regimes together.  I am 

sure that is something that will be explored.  It is important that we are assured that the data 

that is exchanged is used for legitimate purposes between us.  It is quite a sensitive area for 

many people that we get broad consent to people to exchange information, provided people 

are reassured that that information is used properly, legitimately and for the purposes for 

which it was requested.  The whole function of our data protection regime in this country is to 

get that balance right between the needs of security and the needs of privacy and safeguards.  

This is a very delicate political balance and becoming more so as technology develops and the 

proliferation of information develops.  It is a careful line to tread to make sure that we 
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reassure people that our data protection regimes are robust enough to allow them to have trust 

in giving us access to more information.  That is why I think the transfer of data has to be 

protected but there might be benefits in bringing together the various supervisory regimes so 

that people are clearer about what the standards are in terms of those safeguards for their 

privacy and protection. 

Q382  Lord Avebury:  You do not envisage that the UK would have any definite proposals 

to make on bringing together the supervisory regimes during its presidency of the European 

Union? 

Mr Whalley:  We will look at anything which would help to promote better coordination here.  

We have to recognise the principle here.  We are talking about the difference between the 

First Pillar measure and the Third Pillar measure.  There are areas which are in the First Pillar 

and areas which are in the Third Pillar.  It would be quite a step to move to having a data 

protection regime in the Third Pillar which was out of line with the fact that the Third Pillar 

measures are within national competence, which would bring me back to the regime: what 

does each Member State have by way of data protection requirements in the Third Pillar.  

Those are the requirements which Member States will expect to adhere to in following 

through a Third Pillar measure. 

Q383  Lord Avebury:  Is it not going to be very cumbersome if you rely on the data 

protection regimes within each Member State and, as the Minister has said, you believe in 

equivalent access and interoperability as far as the factual databases are concerned?  Those, 

for example, deal with biometric data or convictions as opposed to those which are more 

subjective and vary between Member States according to the legal systems they have.  If you 

are going to have this greater degree of interoperability and equivalent access on the factual 
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databases, would you not have to have individual checks for each of the 25 member countries 

if you do not have a common Third Pillar data protection framework? 

Ms Blears:  You either view this as an area in which you have a kind of big bang approach 

and you go for a belt and braces approach on interoperability, sharing everything and having a 

regime that covers the whole thing.  That may be a legitimate approach.  It certainly is not the 

government’s approach.  What we want to adopt on the data protection regime, similar to 

interoperability, is what do we have that works and that is the most effective, practical way 

we can do this.  If we can do it within our existing system, we do not want to simply set up 

supervisory regimes and data protection regimes that could lead us to have a more complex 

system unless it is necessary.  I want to take it in that kind of layer approach which I think 

Lord Corbett talked about of what is necessary in relation to what has been requested, what is 

the purpose, how can we bring it together and what are the necessary safeguards in that 

system to enable us to have access to it. 

Mr Whalley:  Obviously, it is very important to promote better cooperation and exchange of 

information but I do not think we would be the only Member State which would have some 

difficulty in going forward for some sort of data protection regime which went further than 

the regimes within national competence.  This is an issue where we should work towards 

finding what are the common standards and baselines and practice that we can all build upon.  

If the Community as a whole is keeping these issues in the Third Pillar, there would be quite a 

significant challenge in building in a data protection regime which was not aligned with the 

Third Pillar competence. 

Q384  Earl of Caithness:  Are you satisfied with Europol’s work so far and the work that is 

done in relation to the Management Statement? 

Ms Blears:  Yes.  We feel that Europol is playing a very important and full part in trying to 

complement the work of the Situation Centre on counter-terrorism and the fact that the 
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national liaison officers from Europol can come together and work together is particularly 

important.  I do not think it needs more powers at the moment.  It needs to make sure that it 

uses its increased capacity to best effect and that is where I want it to be focusing and to be 

thinking particularly about terrorist financing, the identity fraud and the interface with serious 

and organised crime.  Its analysis that it can do where it has been able to throw up links 

between individual terrorists or cells that are operating out there and its work on financing is 

particularly useful for us.  We are quite happy for Europol to carry on working in the way it 

is.  What I would not want it to do is duplicate the work that is going on in Member States in 

other areas.  I would not want it to be so ambitious that it spreads what are still limited 

resources too thinly and did not work to best effect.   

Q385  Earl of Caithness:  Given that in the Home Secretary’s letter extra resources have 

been given to Europol, could you tell us what those extra resources are and how are you going 

to prevent Europol creeping upwards and duplicating what other agencies are doing? 

Ms Blears:  I do not have the detail of the extra resources but I would be more than happy to 

write and set those out.  My understanding is that their particular added value role is around 

analysis.  I would expect that some of those resources are being directed into analytical 

capability.  That is where we would want them to try and concentrate their work.  We also 

want to try to promote the idea of a European wide criminal intelligence model where we see 

Europol increasingly providing intelligence product, contributing to the threat assessment and 

that kind of work at that level.  In terms of what levers we might have to prevent their mission 

creep, I am not sure that we can directly direct them. 

Mr Whalley:  It is a very important issue because we do not want Europol to develop a 

mission creep.  We would like it to do the things it is supposed to be doing.  It is a very 

similar issue to the one about the Police Chiefs Task Force. It is making sure that operational 

independence is preserved but that Member States keep a reasonable overview and control 
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over what is going on.  I would hope that we can align what Europol is doing more clearly 

with the ambitions of the Union as a whole.  It seems to me it should not be a separate 

agenda; it should be working to support what we want the EU to develop and deliver.  That is 

the thrust of it and we will look at this during our presidency. 

Q386  Earl of Caithness:  Thank you for undertaking to send us that extra information and 

when you do could you also let us know how you are going to make certain that that money 

and extra resources have been spent wisely and cost effectively? 

Ms Blears:  Indeed. 

Q387  Earl of Caithness:  Another area where there seems to be a creeping of Commission 

ambition, for want of a better word, is the EU intelligence policy.  There is a Situation Centre.  

You are establishing a new CT cell within it and the Commission are longing to have an 

intelligence policy, but the Home Secretary is saying he does not think that is the right way to 

go.  Who is going to win this battle? 

Ms Blears:  I would not characterise it as a battle.  It is a robust discussion and it brings back 

to getting the balance right because we do want increased cooperation, information sharing 

and we want to make ourselves as effective as we can be in fighting the terrorist threat.  In 

terms of an intelligence policy, what we do not want is an origination of intelligence at 

European Union level.  We want a drawing together of the intelligence that is collated from 

Member States’ own intelligence capabilities.  The added value from that is the analysis that 

we can bring from having brought together all those sources of intelligence and then come up 

with extra information that will help us in terms of combating this threat.  We have to be 

careful to avoid European wide institutions wanting to create something fresh that comes 

from simply a European perspective rather than necessarily a bringing together of the 

information, skills and expertise that Member States have to offer.  We think there should be a 
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common intelligence policy in terms of sharing particularly the criminal intelligence that we 

have on these people who operate across all our Member States.  What we do not want to see 

is an origination where people are seeking something entirely different and divorced from the 

effort that Member States may have developed.  It is a distinction but certainly not a battle. 

Q388  Earl of Caithness:  Your concerns are equally shared by Mr Noble of Europol who 

rather believes that the EU’s answer to any problem is to set up another policy area and 

another unit to deal with something instead of using the existing structures better.  Can you 

give us a sketch of what the other Member States feel about this issue?  We are very clear 

about where the British government is.  What about the French, German, Italian and Spanish 

governments on the issue of EU intelligence policy? 

Mr Whalley:  I cannot give you a precise answer on that.  From the meetings that the Home 

Secretary has had with his colleagues in the G5, there is a pretty clear recognition that we do 

not want to be setting up more bodies.  It is a question of making better use.  We have to bear 

in mind two things.  One, in this country, we are quite well served in the intelligence flows 

which we have and we have a very close linkage between the intelligence community and the 

civil machinery of ministers.  That is not the case in every Member State.  Of course, many of 

the new Member States do not have the facilities that we have and equally after the Madrid 

bombings in particular there was quite a discernible surge within the Member States to have 

better information and to provide a better analysis of the terrorist threat.  That is in our 

interest.  We should make sure that the terrorist threat is well understood throughout Europe 

and we can contribute to that.  At that level of building understanding, there is a value here. 

Q389  Lord Avebury:  Yesterday, when President Musharraf was addressing a meeting in 

room 14, he referred very frankly to what is taught in some of the Madrasas and the way in 

which people are being incited to religious hatred, which is one of the bases for terrorist 
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recruitment.  Do you think Europe should have a common intelligence capability for 

monitoring what is said from the pulpit in countries such as Pakistan, Bangladesh and 

Indonesia? 

Ms Blears:  These are hugely controversial issues, as you know from the Second Reading of 

the Serious and Organised Crime bill that we had yesterday and the amount of debate there 

was on the proposal to introduce the new offence of incitement to religious hatred.  Clearly it 

is a matter of concern that people should not be allowed to incite hatred of other people on the 

grounds of their religious beliefs.  Because we have this concern, we are proposing to 

legislate on it.  That will be very controversial indeed but the intelligence that we need to 

collect should not simply be about that issue.  I think there is a requirement on us to do much 

more around the prevention agenda, around the radicalisation, around the factors that lead 

particularly to young people feeling alienated and possibly being driven into the arms of 

terrorists.  I am conscious of that in our own UK strategy and one of the elements of our 

contra-strategy is the prevention strand.  Internationally as well we need to do more in terms 

of focusing on the reasons for radicalisation and what measures we can introduce together to 

try and combat that.  I would not single out religious hatred here but the issue of radicalisation 

is very important. 

Q390  Earl of Caithness:  Moving on to the counter-terrorism coordinator in the EU, what 

contribution and added value do you think he has brought to this difficult area?  Do you think 

he is heading in the right direction or is he heading too much towards policy development 

rather than getting a balance? 

Ms Blears:  First of all, I think he has a pretty awesome task in being charged with 

coordinating the European Union’s structures, institutions and the ways of working around 

counter-terrorism.  It is a task that needs doing and he has been very influential in drawing up 

the action plan which is very comprehensive indeed in terms of the work streams that need to 
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be brought together.  He has brought out an increased focus on this work and to try and make 

sure he works across all the Pillars to draw together the counter-terrorism work is very 

important indeed.  I think he is doing that job very well.  For example, the work around 

terrorist financing where we have done work on charities, on freezing the assets of terrorist 

organisations.  I think it would have been quite difficult to get that kind of work done across 

those different strands of EU work without having somebody charged with that coordination 

role.  My one serious point was that the coordinator does need to concentrate on delivery of 

the action plan, making a difference, getting things done and that takes me back to my 

original remarks that my focus is making sure that the European Union is a hostile place for 

terrorist activity.  I want to see that action plan being chased and driven and really pushed 

across Member State.  I think that is the priority for the coordinator’s work rather than new 

policy development, but actual delivery of the things that have been agreed. 

Q391  Earl of Caithness:  In our presidency are you going to be pushing hard on that? 

Ms Blears:  Yes, we will.  It is a priority for us and it is an excellent opportunity in our 

presidency to make sure we drive that action plan forward working with the European 

coordinator. 

Mr Whalley:  We have been very active in engaging with Mr de Vries since he was 

appointed.  We have seen him.  We have invited him here several times.  We keep in close 

touch with him.  We have made all the points to him which the Minister has made.  There is a 

serious job to do here and we would expect to see some progress before our presidency and 

we shall make sure we follow that through in our presidency. 

Q392  Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:  The other thing you mentioned in your 

opening remarks was the desire to do things together when it is providing added value.  

Specifically you say that the government would like to see some rationalisation of EU 
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committees dealing with terrorism.  How would you like to see the present arrangements 

streamlined? 

Ms Blears:  It is currently spread across all three Pillars of the European Union.  It is 

important that the machinery works well.  We had the discussion about the European Police 

Chiefs Task Force and the fact that they were outside the machinery which meant perhaps 

they were not having as much impact as they could do.  It is my understanding that the 

counter-terrorism coordinator, Mr de Vries, was charged with looking at the European Union 

committee structure and there were three distinct options put forward as a result of his work.  

We could have a merger of the foreign policy group with the home affairs group.  The second 

option was to create a new director level committee to oversee the two committees currently 

going on.  The third option was to use COREPER and the public representatives’ committee 

to coordinate this work.  It was the last of those options that was agreed.  We did support that 

because we did not want to see the new machinery brought in.  Where we are now is that we 

want to see how that works in practice.  Rather than having any more immediate changes in 

machinery, we would want to see that group at that very high level can bring some clarity to 

the way in which we organise our business. 

Q393  Chairman: The Home Secretary’s letter refers to informal groupings within the EU.  I 

am grateful to him because he has drawn my attention to something I did not know before and 

that is that there is a Salzburg group and a Baltic Sea task force.  As far as the G5 are 

concerned, we are conscious of some resistance within the Commission to the idea of these 

informal groupings.  I see that the Home Secretary says that they can assist rather than hinder 

EU wide work.  Have you any comment on the Commission’s attitude?  I suppose it is fairly 

predictable.  They think all this work should involve all 25 rather than groups getting 

together.  Have you anything you want to add on that? 
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Ms Blears:  I do not think it is a case of groups coming together to undermine the wider EU 

effort.  Inevitably on issues like this you will have some Member States that are perhaps more 

focused and more engaged and a little ahead in terms of the practical action they can take.  Far 

from undermining the EU effort, quite often if you get a group together you can make some 

progress, for example, on forensics, on sharing information that you have and they can be 

used as an example of best practice.  They can help to drive the rest of the policy.  They can 

help people who are not as focused or, if we are honest, do not necessarily have the resources 

to be able to take that initial action.  I want the Commission to be more confident when 

people get together that it is not about undermining collective action; it is about trying to 

make progress a little more quickly.  With 25 Member States now, I think it would be wrong 

for us to make progress at the speed of the slowest on every area. 

Q394  Chairman: Is there any institutionalised arrangement for the groups to communicate 

between each other and for them to report to the 25 on the outcome of their deliberations? 

Mr Whalley:  It is very informal.  It is up to the country which is holding the informal 

chairmanship of the G5 to do that.  While we had it, we did take steps to brief the 

Commission and the Dutch presidency.  We wanted to make sure they were aware of what 

was going on.  Your point is absolutely right.  The country doing it must make sure that the 

presidency and the Commission are fully briefed.  If I think back, for example, to the last G5 

meeting which the Italians chaired, all the interior ministers had a discussion about what they 

wanted Europe to do.  They looked ahead at the radicalisation agenda and the issues Lord 

Avebury has been raising and they decided they wanted to do more on terrorist financing.  

There I saw three very specific outcomes generated with some power and vigour by five 

senior Member States and it seems to me those are the sorts of issues which should be taken 

forward in the Commission.  It does not need to be in a threatening way.  It can add value to 

what the Commission are doing. 
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Q395  Viscount Ullswater:  What I am gathering from your comments is something slightly 

different in that the structure of the EU now with 25 is not going to be able to be radical 

enough without these small groups.  Are you saying that? 

Mr Whalley:  I do not think I am saying it will not be radical enough.  The Home Secretary 

takes the view I think that those Member States that have these particular problems such as 

counter-terrorism and have some influence in resources should make sure they are pulling in 

the right direction and, if necessary, helping to bring some of the other Member States along.  

If it is handled sensitively, I do not believe it need be a threat.  It can be used to help 

particularly those countries that have just joined, who are not fully aware of what the potential 

is of all the machinery we have there. 

Q396  Earl of Listowel:  Minister, you refer in evidence to CEPOL’s role in contributing to 

police training.  It was noteworthy in the director of Interpol’s contribution last week the great 

benefit he felt CEPOL had given to his work, training internationally beyond the EU.  What 

specific contribution can it make in the counter-terrorism area? 

Ms Blears:  We are delighted that CEPOL is now established at Bramshill.  It has taken a bit 

of time for it to get up and running but we are very pleased that it is now starting to produce 

some excellent work.  Its focus is on trying to provide a consistency of training in this field, to 

try and have benchmarks as standards, to quality assure the kind of police training that 

happens in Member States around these issues.  For example, how to train senior investigating 

officers, how to train in terms of protective security, making sure all those courses are 

consistently of a very high standard indeed.  It is not a volume training provider in itself.  It is 

much more about accrediting and kite marking the training that happens on the ground and 

about having a network of police training right across the European Union.  It brings added 

value.  It is not trying to substitute its activities for what already happens.  It is trying to raise 
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the game around this very complex area in terms of what skills are necessary to combat the 

threat. 

Q397  Earl of Listowel:  Thank you for that very helpful reply.  I recognise that we wish not 

to duplicate what others are doing already.  However, some training providers do emphasise 

the importance they feel delivering at least some of the training has in terms of sensitising 

them to what their clients need.  I wonder if there has been any consideration given to a 

degree of involvement, not just bench marking but to some limited extent providing training?  

On a related point, could you also describe what means there are of evaluating the work of 

CEPOL currently? 

Ms Blears:  It is not a complete division between assuring quality standards and interacting 

with those colleges providing it.  I do not think CEPOL should be a volume training provider 

because that happens in Member States and I think it would see itself as competition with 

some of the colleges out there.  I think that would be a messy situation for them to be in.  

Sometimes there is a bridge between preparing for quality standards, for benchmarking and 

consistency and seeing how that is implemented in terms of what the colleges are able to 

provide.  In this country at the moment we are talking about the possibility of having a 

policing improvement agency which to some extent will have some of the same kinds of 

functions in terms of our police service, providing that bridge between sharing good practice 

and making sure that it gets implemented. 

Q398  Lord Corbett of Castle Vale:  Training the trainers? 

Ms Blears:  Yes, making sure they have the skills to be able to do it but also ensuring that 

what you have benchmarked and set out as standard is happening and helping to make a 

difference in all those Member States.  These are sensitive issues.  You cannot have CEPOL 

substituting itself for Member States’ own training.  You make an important point that the 
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division is not entirely that we have done the benchmarking and now it is entirely a matter for 

you as to what happens out there.  That is why it is important to have this networking so that 

you build in those relationships to try and ensure that your consistent good practice is 

happening on the ground.  It is early days as yet and I think CEPOL’s main focus has to be 

about developing its quality standards and benchmarking before it gets into the 

implementation field.  In terms of evaluation, again it is very early days.  At the moment, the 

people who attend and who are part of it do a self-evaluation and a self-assessment, but I 

think CEPOL itself recognises that there needs to be some more vigorous evaluation of the 

work it is doing in the future. 

Q399  Chairman: Is there anything you think we have not covered that we should have 

covered or that we ought to take into account in writing our report? 

Ms Blears:  I do not think so.  I have found this session extremely useful in terms of focusing 

my mind on where that balance properly lies between what we are doing in the European 

Union collectively and how we can make a contribution to that from our country.  I would 

like to think that we have the balance right.  I have no doubt we will continue this debate.  My 

overriding concern at the end of this session, as it was in the beginning, is to try and make 

sure we get some practical results out of all this international cooperation that enable us to 

tackle the terrorist threat that is out there. 

Chairman: We are extremely grateful to you for coming to this evidence session and for the 

written evidence that you and your Department provided.  Most of all, thank you very much 

for the very full and frank way in which you have answered our questions.  Can we wish you 

good luck? 


